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Every day, you bring your personal best to serve the public, earn their trust and oversee and 
improve the administration of justice.

Changing times and emerging issues mean you need fast and precise access to reliable and 
timely legal content and information to help inform your decisions, motions and actions. 

LexisNexis® state and local government legal research and analytics solutions deliver 
greater confidence, efficiency and value. We help legal professionals uphold the rule of law 
and deliver the best-possible outcomes for their citizenry and community.

State and local matters
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Upholding the rule of law
The rule of law is the foundation for the development of peaceful, equitable and 
prosperous societies. LexisNexis is committed to actively advancing the rule of law 
through its daily operations, products and services, and the efforts of its people, as 
well as in collaboration with customers and key stakeholders.

The LexisNexis Rule of Law Foundation enables leading global entities to support 
and implement projects that address one or more of the four rule of law components: 
equal treatment under the law, transparency of the law, access to legal remedy and 
independent judiciaries.

http://www.lexisnexis.com/slg
https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/rule-of-law/default.page


Make an impact where it counts. 

LexisNexis solutions empower you to address and respond to critical issues around 
democracy, community protection, social and economic growth, environmental 
sustainability, technology and innovation.

To better support your legal and transactional work for civil and criminal matters, 
LexisNexis legal research and analytics solutions deliver more relevant content, robust 
news, smarter analysis and greater work productivity.

From checklists to research, case management to analysis and insight, topic alerts to 
practice area knowledge—you gain the most current, comprehensive and comparative 
research and resources available anywhere. 

In short, we help empower you to uphold the rule of law in your jurisdiction for a more 
resilient, thriving community and brighter future.

LexisNexis supports equality for all under the law, transparency of law, an independent 
judiciary and accessible legal remedy. Our 10,000 people work to advance that mission 
every day, to build a culture of inclusion, fairness and mutual respect.
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Legal research second to none

Your community and jurisdiction deserve unsurpassed legal research and analytics 
solutions to underpin your important public service mission.

LexisNexis delivers the confidence, efficiency and value to help you research more 
deeply, react more quickly and ensure the best-possible outcomes.

Make decisions 
to achieve the 
best outcomes.

LexisNexis solutions deliver Confidence 
through simplified access to exclusive, authoritative content.

• Experience Lexis+™ for superior research, data-driven in-
sights and practical guidance

• Smart content from Lexis®: Access the largest collection of 
case law, statutes and regulations.

• Legal development awareness: Law360® on Lexis or Lexis+ 
delivers news and analysis in your practice areas.

• Timely insight from authoritative treatises: Matthew Bender® 
provides leading jurisdictional and national publications.

• Public records research: Comprehensive collections offer 
83B+ public records from 10K+ diverse sources.
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http://lexisnexis.com/lexisplus
https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/lexis-advance.page
https://www.law360.com/
https://store.lexisnexis.com/search?query=%22matthew+bender%22&start_rank=11
https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/public-records.page


Perform unwieldy 
and time-consuming 
tasks.

Manage fixed or shrinking 
budgets and resources.

LexisNexis solutions deliver Efficiency 
with fast time to results for productivity to help drive actionable decisions.

• Draft and verify documents:  Lexis® for Microsoft® Office boosts legal research with Microsoft® 
Word and Outlook® integration; Shepardize® within documents to build and refine legal strategies.

• Streamline workflow: CourtLink® enables docket tracking for pleadings and motions; Practical 
Guidance guides on practice area tasks.

• Leverage litigation tools and resources: CaseMap® compiles a holistic workflow to help build legal 
strategy; while Verdict & Settlement Analyzer reveals awards to optimize your legal approaches.

• Apply smart analytics: Context delivers case law analytics to gauge witness credibility, boost  
winning cases and inform consistent rulings.

LexisNexis solutions deliver Value
through economical, budget-aligned research solutions and support.

• Leverage economical pricing: Predictable and flexible contract options maximize your budget.
• Implement research solutions quickly: Simplified onboarding, one-on-one and group training, virtual 

classes and online tutorials get you up-to-speed, fast.
• Rely on white-glove expert advisers: Solutions consultants guide and advance your legal research 

journey, while lawyers and JDs are on call 24/7 to resolve your research challenges.
• Access industry-leading professional resources: Watch videos, productivity webinars, CLEs and 

timely product updates. 5

https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/lexis-for-microsoft-office.page
https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/courtlink.page
https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/lexis-practice-advisor.page
https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/lexis-practice-advisor.page
https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/casemap.page
https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/verdict-and-settlement-analyzer.page
https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/context.page
https://lexisnexis.custhelp.com/
https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/training/default.page
https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/training/default.page
https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/cle.page


Manage 
Work

Complete 
Matters

Empowering top legal minds serving the public

From paralegal to attorney general, student to judge, district attorney to city 
attorney—LexisNexis delivers the legal research and analytics solutions government 
legal professionals need to succeed. 

Attorneys General 

As the leader of your state’s justice department, legal professionals count on you to be in the know 
on regulations, litigation and legal news. LexisNexis solutions deliver a comprehensive and diverse 
set of resources to help your staff conduct thorough, efficient research. You gain a vast collection 
of primary content and treatises, news and public records, plus powerful litigation monitoring 
tools. Connect legal teams working remotely as you protect and serve the people in your state.

Judges and Courtroom Professionals

Keeping a bustling court system humming is a challenge—every year the caseloads grow, while 
the available hours shrink. Whether you’re providing procedural advice, juggling a pile of cases, 
assisting judges or tackling another legal task, LexisNexis solutions help you gather the full detail 
of the law to make these jobs more manageable. Enhanced research capabilities, intuitive form 
drafting tools and breaking news alerts provide powerful resources for whatever trial or appellate 
court you’re working in.
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District Attorneys and Prosecutors

You are accountable for seeing that justice is truly served in a highly public and often politicized 
position. You face intense scrutiny while balancing public safety, reducing recidivism and promoting 
rehabilitation and justice reform. LexisNexis solutions can help you save time and prevent costly 
mistakes throughout the discovery and litigation process by providing you the facts with respect 
to cases, defendants and victims. Trusted checklists, forms and practical guidance help you avoid 
potentially damaging missteps.

Municipal Attorneys

You handle and advise on myriad legal matters. To advise your city and county colleagues and 
handle a workload involving civil and criminal issues, count on LexisNexis solutions. Gain insight 
and increase efficiency for municipal proceedings and transactions with comprehensive legal 
content including cases and codes, the industry’s leading citator, the largest collection of public 
records, productivity tools, and optional practical guidance on zoning and planning, real estate and 
construction, labor relations, taxation and more.
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Manage 
Work

Complete 
Matters

Public Defenders 

Your work as a public defender is vitally important—and time is of the essence. Strengthen your 
unique position and cut through potential prosecutor bias using research-informed arguments. 
Quickly find comprehensive legal information and insight to inform your position with cases and 
codes, legislative history, the industry’s leading citator, law reviews and more. Increase research 
capacity and gain an upper hand using advanced productivity tools and a vast collection of public 
records.

Investigators

Every investigation is widely different, and each needs to be executed quickly and accurately. 
LexisNexis solutions provide comprehensive and current information and data to help you 
connect the dots and juggle changing priorities.Access public records, analyze content and 
share information at a rapid pace and research a variety of specialty topics. Conduct extensive 
background research on individuals and organizations, locate elusive assets, find witnesses, set up 
surveillances, quickly perform tasks and make informed decisions.
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Law Librarians 

Your patrons count on you to deliver the most up-to-date resources possible. Accelerate their 
research using powerful and intuitive search capabilities and navigate millions of documents to 
surface the insights and data legal professionals need. LexisNexis® Patron Access provides legal 
research that’s not available through the bar association or local public library. Affordable packages 
allow you to choose exactly which content best fits your budget and the needs of your area’s legal 
professionals.

Tribal Law Attorneys 

As attorneys and legal advisors for Native American tribes, you provide legal guidance in a complex, 
changing social and political environment. LexisNexis helps tribes apply due diligence against 
companies as sovereign nations and can benefit from LexisNexis legal research and analytics 
solutions. Exclusive and comprehensive case law and legal documents including tribal cases and 
Native American titles help ensure better outcomes for Native Americans and their communities. 
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LexisNexis state and local government legal research and analytics solutions

LEGAL RESEARCH & LITIGATION SOLUTIONS
State and local government attorneys and legal professionals can choose between 
Lexis+ or Lexis for their legal research solution. Lexis+ features a simplified user 
experience and built-in functionality which includes practical guidance, data-driven 
analytics, and more.

      Lexis+™

Gain confidence with one-of-a-kind superior research, data-driven insights, and practical 
guidance all in one place, for a uniquely integrated workflow solution. Get accurate results 
faster, delivered to you by the leading tools, working all together.
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Legal Research

Search the most comprehensive collection of case law, leading editorial analysis, secondary 
sources and practical guidance quickly and confidently. The streamlined research experience 
is designed to surface relevant results, definitive data, and industry insights tailored to your 
specific issues every time.

http://www.lexisnexis.com/slg
http://lexisnexis.com/lexisplus
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Data-Driven Insights

Build the strongest and most persuasive arguments, and find additional relevant materials with 
targeted research recommendations and Shepard’s® analysis, based on the citation patterns
and legal concepts found in your document.

Practical Guidance

Work at maximum efficiency and effectiveness with ready-to-use, tried-and-true practical
guidance, including practice notes, checklists, annotated forms, drafting tools, industry insights, 
and more, from thousands of leading practitioners.



LexisNexis state and local government legal research and analytics solutions

LEGAL RESEARCH & LITIGATION SOLUTIONS

         Lexis® 

Step up to better research with innovative search tools, up-to-the-minute news and analysis, 
and powerful visual analytics. Confidently leap from inquiry to analysis to insight using flexible, 
intuitive research tools.
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       Search Advantage
Find relevant internal and external documents with a single search. One fast and all-encompassing 
search scans millions of documents from internal work products and external databases to make 
legal knowledge management a breeze through simple document management system integration.

http://www.lexisnexis.com/slg
https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/lexis-advance.page
https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/search-advantage.page


      Public Records
Connect the dots between 83B+ public records and 6+ petabytes of content to reveal 
data on people, places and property.

Matthew Bender®

Legal treatises on the Lexis Advance service provide guidance on specific legal issues 
and unfamiliar areas of law. Develop superior case strategy and prepare iron-clad 
transactional documents.
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      Lexis® Legislative Outlook
Determine the outlook for new bills in Congress and state legislatures. Identify the 
legislation you need to watch, understand the political factors impacting movement and 
anticipate upcoming hurdles.

https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/public-records.page
https://store.lexisnexis.com/search?query=%22matthew+bender%22&start_rank=11
http://lexisnexis.custhelp.com/app/answers/answer_view/a_id/1087832/~/legislative-outlook


LexisNexis state and local government legal research and analytics solutions

LEGAL RESEARCH & LITIGATION SOLUTIONS
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Law360®

Access the only news source covering the entire spectrum of 35+ practice areas and keep up-
to-speed on breaking news and analyses across 60 areas of coverage.

      CourtLink®

Easily search court dockets with confidence and sharpen your advantage. Access faster, easier 
search, alert and docket tracking capabilities, workflow tools and the largest collection of 
dockets, complaints and other court-filed documents.

http://www.lexisnexis.com/slg
https://www.law360.com/
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LexisNexis state and local government legal research and analytics solutions

PRODUCTIVITY SOLUTIONS

     Lexis® for Microsoft® Office
Defy distraction with all your legal drafting resources in one place. Save time and keep your 
focus strong with the only drafting solution designed in partnership with Microsoft to seamlessly 
integrate with Outlook, Microsoft Word and Word Online.

http://www.lexisnexis.com/slg
https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/lexis-for-microsoft-office.page


LexisNexis state and local government legal research and analytics solutions

PRODUCTIVITY SOLUTIONS

     CaseMap®

From discovery to closing arguments, build, manage and track your entire case. Transform case 
facts into high-quality, visual, cohesive case chronologies.
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http://www.lexisnexis.com/slg
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     Practical Guidance
Gain top legal guidance for your civil and transactional work. Boost your practice area know-how 
and get things done faster with trustworthy content curated by 850+ practicing attorney authors 
in 21 practice areas.
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https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/lexis-practice-advisor.page
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LexisNexis state and local government legal research and analytics solutions

ANALYTICS SOLUTIONS

     Context
Case law language analytics deliver vital litigation insights to state and local attorneys. Gain 
deep know-how to help craft winning strategies and make important decisions.

http://www.lexisnexis.com/slg
https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/context.page


Lexis Answers®

Resolve legal questions and find citable authority without searching for and reading lengthy
documents—enter any natural language question into the search and locate the answer 
directly within the document where the answer is found.

      Search Advantage
Quickly turn insight into action with data visualization that assesses relevance at 
unprecedented speed. See color-coded search terms in helpful patterns and clusters in case 
law search result sets and within case law documents.
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https://www.lexisnexis.com/pdf/lexis-advance/lexis-answers.pdf
https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/lexis-advance/search-term-maps.page


Lead the way to better outcomes for 
your citizenry.

Make your impact where it counts. Be the change agent who meets the 

challenges of the local ecosystem and activates advances in living and 

working for individual citizens and your locale. 

From west coast to east, southern gulf coast to northern plains; from 

national macro-level issues to zones at the micro level—LexisNexis legal 

solutions for state and local government support legal advocacy and 

administrative law for civil and criminal issues.

LexisNexis provides confidence, efficiency and value in your legal research 

and analytics solutions to help you uphold the rule of law. Partner with 

LexisNexis and benefit from trusted advisers, thorough onboarding and 

implementation, training, professional learning via CLE, and proactive and 

responsive service and support.

LexisNexis State and Local Government
LexisNexis.com/SLG

LexisNexis Legal & Professional is a leading global provider of legal, 

regulatory and business information and analytics that help customers 

increase productivity, improve decision-making and outcomes, and 

advance the rule of law around the world. As a digital pioneer, the 

company was the first to bring legal and business information online with 

its Lexis® and Nexis® services. 

LexisNexis Legal & Professional, which serves customers in more than 

150 countries with 10,600 employees worldwide, is part of RELX, a 

global provider of information-based analytics and decision tools for 

professional and business customers.

About LexisNexis® Legal & Professional

LexisNexis, Lexis, Nexis, Lexis Advance, Lexis Practice Advisor, Lexis Answers, Shepardize, CourtLink, CaseMap and the Knowledge Burst logo are registered trademarks of RELX Inc. Matthew Bender is 
a registered trademark of Matthew Bender & Company, Inc. Law360 is a registered trademark of Portfolio Media, Inc. Microsoft and Outlook are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.  Other 
products or services may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. © 2020 LexisNexis. Part # and Date

Due to the nature and origin of public record information, the public records and commercially available data sources used in reports may contain errors. The LexisNexis public records services are not 
provided by “consumer reporting agencies,” as that term is defined in the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. §, et seq.) (“FCRA”) and do not constitute “consumer reports,” as that term is defined in the 
FCRA. Accordingly, these LexisNexis services may not be used in whole or in part as a factor in determining eligibility for credit, insurance, employment or another eligibility purpose in connection with 
which a consumer report may be used under the FCRA. 
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